
STORE IT! CABINET CADDY™ AND GO HANG IT™! TO BE FEATURED AT 
NATIONAL HARDWARE SHOW, INVENTORS SPOTLIGHT, MAY 7 – 9, LAS VEGAS 

CONVENTION CENTER 

Unique Method of Storage and Clever Picture Hanging Gadget Given Opportunity to Pitch 
to Home Depot, Among Other National and Regional Retailers 

Las Vegas, NV (May 2019): When a father-daughter duo puts their heads together to create 
helpful inventions for the home, the result are products that organize and make life easier. Ron 
Hunt, an engineering veteran, and Shari Hammond have created Store It! Cabinet Caddy and Go 
Hang It! – both to be featured at the National Hardware Show’s United Inventors Association 
Inventors Spotlight, Las Vegas Convention Center, May 7 – 9, 2019, Booth IS9109. 

“To be accepted for the Inventors Spotlight through the United Inventors Association and to be 
asked to pitch Home Depot and other major retailers gives us the confidence that Cabinet Caddy 
and Hang It are products worthy of mass consumer use,” notes Hammond. “Our hope is to have 
these problem-solving gadgets available to larger audiences through relationships we look 
forward to solidifying at the National Hardware Show.” 

Store It! Cabinet Caddy provides an opportunity to reclaim cluttered spaces. Perfect for spices, 
medicine cabinet, bathroom vanity, workbench hardware and more, Cabinet Caddy fits stand 
cabinets and looks great on countertops as well. Each Cabinet Caddy holds 30% larger bottles 
than competitors. Just pull and rotate the device for easy access to organized items. Cabinet 
Caddy was engineered to fit and function neatly side-by-side to create a “library” of organized 
materials. Complete with stick-on labels and foam stability inserts to keep smaller bottles from 
tipping. No assembly required. Visit www.StoreItCaddy.com. 

To combat the ongoing problem and frustration of hanging pictures perfectly, Go Hang It is the 
perfect solution. With no tape measurers or rulers necessary, Go Hang It is an all-in-one tool that 
works with sawtooth and wire hanging hardware, features a unique nail-marking system and also 
includes a built-in, removable level to help hang pictures straight. Go Hang It includes premium 
picture-hanging hardware including the V-Tooth Hanger; a reengineered, fool-proof sawtooth 
hanger. Visit www.GoHangIt.com.  All products are patent-pending. 



Sponsored by the non-profit United Inventors Association, the National Hardware Show’s 
Inventors Spotlight features products not yet on the market, giving attendees an inside look at 
what may be the next big product or service to revolutionize the home improvement industry. 
Inventors have the opportunity to meet with buyers and potential investors to get feedback on 
their products. 

To schedule interviews and demonstrations of Store It! Cabinet Caddy and Go Hang It, please 
contact Andrea Pass, Andrea@AndreaPassPR.com, 201-873-6087. 
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